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Verbatim CD Sleeves (Paper) 100pk

Brand : Verbatim Product code: 49976

Product name : CD Sleeves (Paper) 100pk

CD Sleeves (Paper) 100pk

Verbatim CD Sleeves (Paper) 100pk:

Verbatim CD Sleeves enable you to keep your music, computer and DVD discs in a convenient, space
saving option whilst still protecting them from dust and dirt.

Verbatim CD sleeves have a window to enable you to see the contents, a flap that can be tucked in to
prevent the CD falling out and a user writable area on the underside for user referencing.
Verbatim CD Sleeves (Paper) 100pk. CD capacity: 100 discs, Material: Paper

Design

CD capacity * 100 discs

Design

Material * Paper
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